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INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Answers must be written on both sides ofeach sheet ofpaper except the back side

ofthis cover

2.

page.

Rough work, ifdone in this book, should be penned through afterwards. No leaves
may be tom out and no loose sheets may be used.

3.

Candidates should write their Names, Roll Nos. in the space provided on the title
page and nowhere else. Names or Roll Nos. should not be written an).rvhere inside

the answer book.

4.

Candidates must make over unauthorised books and papers to the Invigilator before

the examination commences.
Candidates must remain seated until the answer book is collected by the Invigilator.
6.

Candidates must tick the language box (for Q. No. 3) mentioned above.

7.

Penalty shall be imposed

as per rules in case

ofdisclosure ofidentity by the candidate

in the examination.
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If the questions attempted are in excess of the prescribed number, onrv
the q,estions ottempted
first up to the prescribed number shall be valued and the remaining ines ignored.
Separate answer books to be useil for Group-A & Group_B.
(ln case a candidate wrires answer to questions on Group-B in the
answer b,ok
meant for Group-A and vice_versa, Such answer will not be evaluated).
Full Marks - S0

1. (a) The coronavirus infecrion has been raging through the country. write a report on

the

precautionary measures taken by the shops and markets in your area to prevent the
spread

of this

disease-

15

Or,

(b) A devastating lre

in the godown of a local factory. write
the incident, the firefighting efforts and the damage caused.
has broken out

a report describing
15
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Write a pr6cis of the following passage
and add a suitable

title.

15
what I have most wanted to do throughout
the past ten years is to make poriticar
writing into
an art' My starting point is arways
a feering of partis-rnif,-" ,""*
of
injustice.
when I sit
down to write a book, I do not s
irbecause tr'.." i,,o.. ri"
fii:;Tj,x,",'j,iii'";,1,]ljl
and my initial concem is to get a hearing.
iut t .outJ ,;;;; ;; work of writing a book, or
even a long magazine article, if it were not
also an aesthetic
Anyone
to examine my work will see that even when
"ri".i.n"..it contains who cares
it is ao*n.igr,t p.of'uganda
much that
a full-time poritician wourd consider irrerevant.,
u-.oiuui", "urd do not want, completely
to abandon the world-view that I acquired in
chdhood. s; i;;
I remain alive and well
I shall continue to feel strongly aboui prose styre, to love
"r of the earth,
,h";;;""
and to take
a pleasure in solid objects and scraps of useless
information. It is no use trying to suppress
that side of myself. Thejob is to reconcile my ingrained
likes and dislikes wiih ,il"
public, non-individual activities that this age
"*""iiary
fories on a of us.

til;Y,l:;'#*1:['.';;"i::
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3.

Translate the following passage into

English.
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Translate the following passage into English.
(For candidates who opted Hindi in lieu of Bengali)
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Translate,the following
passage inlo English.
Ifor candidates wlto opred L/rdu
in liei taf Bengoliy
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the following passage into English.
(For candidates who opied Nipali
2n
in tiiu of Bengati)
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the following passage into English.
(For candidntes who opted Santali in lieu of Bengali)
Translate
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